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Economic and Environmental Drivers.

- Learning Poverty
- 4th Industrial Revolution
- SDG Agenda
- Youth Bulge
- Climate Change

Open Learning Campus
Poverty is a huge challenge

1.2 billion continue to live in extreme poverty. Business as usual is no longer an option.

End Extreme Poverty
Reduce the percentage of people living on less than $1.25 a day to 3% by 2030

Promote Shared Prosperity
Foster income growth of bottom 40% of the population in every country

2 ambitious GOALS guide the World Bank Group

Vision calls for new approaches - Learning, innovation, and collaboration are critical accelerators in eradicating poverty in a finance-constrained world.

Country Responses to COVID-19 via Learning

4 Pillars of COVID support from World Bank

- Saving lives
- Strengthening health facilities
- Save jobs and businesses
- Build a more resilient recovery

Designing capacity building programs that accompany the financial commitments made on these COVID responses on economic recovery, on health care, sanitation, infrastructure etc.
Welcome Back Sophia!

Congratulations! You now have 12,225 Points!

New and Recommended for You
We have chosen content just for you based on your selected topics and previous views.

VIDEO
The Power of 10: Climate Investment Fund 10th Anniversary

ARCHIVED BROWN BAG LUNCH
Smallholder Climate Risk Insurance Viability

KNOWLEDGE NOTE
Lessons from a Decade of Emissions Gap Assessments
Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) allows for unlimited participants to learn via a variety of interactive methods. Guided by a facilitator for cohorts of participants during specific times with an emphasis on engaging and group participation.

Virtual Knowledge Exchanges: Knowledge exchange that brings together development practitioners and other stakeholders in a virtual classroom where they can learn, share, and collaborate with global experts and peers.

Facilitated: Longer format of e-learning with interactive on-demand e-modules that build skills and knowledge.

Self-paced: Short, just-in-time learning that focuses on a specific topic.

Bite-sized: Combines online learning with face-to-face workshop sessions, site visits, peer-to-peer knowledge sharing and action planning activities.

Blended Learning Program: Knowledge exchange that brings together development practitioners and other stakeholders in a virtual classroom where they can learn, share, and collaborate with global experts and peers.
Innovative Learning Approaches

**On-the-Job**

- Sharing
- Mentoring
- Coaching
- Feedback Loop
- Learning by Doing
- Project/Field Work

**Flow of work**

- To anticipate needs, understand how work gets done
- Accelerate learning by placing tools & information in the flow
- When people learn through work, leverage it, recognize it, encourage it
- Augment performance by giving workers more data

**Virtual Reality**

- Personalize

**Open Learning Campus**
Leveraging an Expanding Consortium of Learning Partners

Donors

Academic & knowledge institutions & technology partners

Bilateral & multilateral development partners

National & regional centers of development excellence

Open Learning Campus

GDLN

ANSA – Africa

Tecnológico de Monterrey

Danish Research Council

Korea Research Institute for Human Settlements

Network of Associations of Local Authorities of South-East Europe

Asian Development Bank

Korea Institute of Governance

United Kingdom

Chinese Academy of Governance

EDX

Korea Development Institute

Luxembourg

Tsinghua University

Austria

Finland

Austria
This is not just about learning,
This is about changing the world for the better!